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Schools are spaces of continuous ‘sex education’, marking all participants in the process of learning and teaching in highly gendered, sexed and sexualized – and classed and ethnicized – ways. Thinking of education about gender-sex-sexuality merely as knowledge that needs to be transmitted to students in an often limited classroom setting fails to notice the deeply rooted notions of subjectivity and belonging that enable and disable specifically gendered, sexed and sexualized positions. Transgression of gender-sex-sexuality norms, while tolerated to some extend as long as it is seen as ‘rebellion’, is severely punished when understood as serious negotiations of existing limitations. However, discourses of queer youth as victims underestimate both young people’s agency, their role as co-producers of belongings and hierarchizations, and the societal relevance of their experiences. The issue at stake is much broader than voicing concern about minoritized youth. Limiting our understanding of ‘youth’ as either innocent and impressionable or as in danger or endangering underestimates the relevance of young people’s negotiations of gender-sex-sexuality. Neither perspective challenges the fact that they are not full citizens. In a parallel, reading teachers’ roles as mere transmitters of knowledge both restricts their choices and limits their responsibilities.

With this paper, I will queerly investigate notions of ‘youth’ written into school policy documents and reflected in academic discourses on sex education and gender-sex-sexuality in schools.
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